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-1 Programmed Ribosomal Frameshifting affects translational efficiency hypothesis (TEH)
Our Vision:
Understand how -1 PRF affects codon 
usage bias (CUB)
Background
§ -1 Programmed Ribosomal 
Frameshifting (-1 PRF) is used for 
protein expression regulation
§ Translation Efficiency Hypothesis: 
codon usage adapted to tRNA
abundance to match increased 
protein expression demand
§ Codon usage bias (CUB) associated 
with protein expression
§ Is there a cost to -1 PRF that affects 
CUB composition
§ Do CUB indices appropriately reflect 
the translational efficiency of mRNA?
§ How can we correct for the 
translational mismatch?
§ Does the TEH hold after correction?
-1 PRF changes meaning of CUB index
Retesting the translational efficiency hypothesis (TEH) under new codon usage bias index
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A -1 PRF corrected codon usage bias index TEH is only challenged in extreme, implausible scenarios
Independent effects arising from a -1 PRF cost;
If protein expression demand increases, we expect that evolution will
§ We tested whether TEH holds when using correction 
§ A) Associations between index and protein expression decline for increasing -1 PRF efficiency (p)
§ The decline is insufficient to challenge the TEH
§ B) Association between index and protein expression (P) improve when more plausible biological 
relation is assumed: 
A C
§ The translational efficiency hypothesis is strengthened
§ The cost of -1 PRF is likely to affect codon usage bias in different ways
§ -1 PRF can be used as “natural experiment” to study codon usage bias.
§ Perhaps can be used to differentiate between selection 
for accuracy and efficiency in certain contexts
Conclusion
-1 PRF is a translational disruption 
phenomenon at slippery sites.
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Codon usage bias (CUB) index is 
associated with protein expression
Evidence for a cost to -1 PRF maintenance
Three independent test support notion of a cost to -1 PRF maintenance.
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where Rðx;x9Þ  [   Eiðx9Þ=EiðxÞ: With this, we have
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Further analysis of the ratioRðx;x9Þ is complicated by the inability to
directly measure EiðxÞ and Eiðx9Þ: To address this issue, we pursue
an approach where the ratio is approximated by information about
the relative one-elongation energies spent translating xand x9:More
speciﬁcally, we assume that each time x is translated, an energy
input of TðxÞ  ≐  EiðxÞ=nðxÞ is expended per time unit Dt: The total
number of times translation is initiated on the mRNA sequence,
NðxÞ; is NðxÞ ¼ nðxÞ=ð12 pÞ: This is because nðxÞ corresponds to
the fraction 12 p of times that an mRNA-elongating ribosome re-
mains in frame. Analogously, the number of times translation is
interrupted by a -1 PRF event is nðx9Þ  [   NðxÞp ¼ nðxÞp=12 p:
Hence, each time the sequence x9 is translated, an energy expendi-
ture of Tðx9Þ  ≐  Eiðx9Þ=nðx9Þ is ensued. Note that nðx9Þ does not
correspond to a protein number. The ratio between these two is
approximated by:
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which is independent of the number of synthesized proteins nðxÞ:
Here, we have assumed that ratio of the per-run translation energies
expended for the non-frameshifting to the frameshifting scenarios
corresponds roughly to the ratio of the lengths of the translated
sequences x9 to x, respectively. However, there is an extra cost to each
frameshifted mRNA, x9 stemming fromNMD-mediated degradation.
This cost is accounted for by p, which is an unknown ﬁxed cost
associated with each -1 PRF event. p is measured in units of equiv-
alents of translation cost per nucleotide.
With (9), we can approximate the Rðx;x9Þ :
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With this, we are ready to address the last approximation required to
ﬁnd an analytical expression for IcðxÞ: Since F is concave, it follows
that FðahÞ$ aFðhÞ for a 2 ℝ: Thus, setting a ¼ ð1 þ Rðx;x9ÞÞ21;
and using deﬁnition (4), we ﬁnd a lower bound for IcðxÞ:
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The approximation for Rðx;x9Þ results in reasonable and useful prop-
erties of hcðxÞ: More speciﬁcally, as p/1 we have that hcðxÞ/0:
This entails that no mRNA is translated into proteins, as expected.
The same follows if p/N: The extraction of a from within the
brackets leads to the undesirable behavior that as p/1 or p/N;
we have that I^cðxÞ/0: Instead, I^cðxÞ should approximate some minimal
value Ic;minðxÞ ¼ Fð0Þ:
Amajor drawback of I^cðxÞ is its reliance on p and p, which are both
unknown. Typically, p is assumed to lie between 12 10%; but may
reach up to 70% (for example the EST2 gene in yeast, (Advani et al.
2013)). In the following, and if not stated otherwise, we assume that
p is constant across all genes. It is unclear how large p should be. We
have found no evidence that the value of p is dependent on any char-
acteristic of mRNA, such as its length, or codon composition (Chang
et al. 2007; Dinman, 2012b). NMD is an evolutionarily conserved
surveillance pathway (Chang et al. 2007). Its activation may thus differ
in energy expenditure between organisms (indeed, in yeast, NMD does
not require an exon-junction complex, unlike most other eukaryotes).
However, we have found no indication that the energy required to fully
complete the NMD process will substantially vary from mRNA to
mRNA within an organism. Thus, we assume that p is uniform across
genes, although we do not know how large it is relative to other energy
inputs. Again, if not stated otherwise, we assume thatp ¼ 0 in order to
give a conservative estimate of the effects of -1 PRF on the TEH.
Codon Usage Bias Index Correction from Averaging: In a second
approach, we deﬁne a correction for a -1 PRF-aware CUB index using a
balancing principle. To this end, we add the CUB index IðxÞ in success-
ful, non-NMD mediated translations of x and the index Iðx9Þ of un-
translated x9; while weighing both with their respective probability of
occurrence:
IaðxÞ  ≐  ð12 pÞIðxÞ þ pI
!
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The corrected index IaðxÞ is thus the expected value of I when con-
sidering that x is translated a fraction ð12 pÞ of the time, and x9 is
translated a fraction p of the time. Iðx9Þ therefore acts as a penaliza-
tion function. Ia may underestimate the extra energy costs to -1 PRF
incurred from the activation of the NMD-mediated degradation
processes, since these are not comprised in Iðx9Þ: Similarly to I^cðxÞ;
the major drawback of the estimator IaðxÞ is its dependence on p. As
before, we thus evaluate IaðxÞ for different, plausible values of p to
assess -1 PRF’s effect on the TEH. However, IaðxÞ has the advantage
that it is also well deﬁned for p ¼ 1:
Reexamining the TEH with corrected CUB indices: Both corrections
I^c and Ia represent a change in the value of a codon usage bias index
given a -1 PRF efﬁcacy. The models for correcting I presented here do
not relate these measures to protein expression levels, P. They do there-
fore not predict protein xpression. Instead, they allow us to reexamine
the association between protein expression and a corrected codon usage
bias index that in part underpins the TEH.
To examine how these corrections affect associations between CUB
and protein expression, we used the widely employed codon adaptation
index(CAI) (Carbone et al. 2003) as an example for a CUB index I. We
then computed both corrected I^c and Ia for different values of p and
for all genes in the von der Haar data set (von der Haar 2008) that
contain -1 PRF signals. For I^c we also assumed different values of p.
A precise computation of I^c and Ia would require information
about the value of p across genes. Since no such information is avail-
able as of now, we follow two approaches. First, we treat all -1 PRF
sites equally, assuming an equal p value for all, independent of the
protein expression levels P of the genes they are located in. Second, we
assume that p is associated with P, and allow p to slowly decrease with
the P of the gene.
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I(x) is any codon usage bias index. π is the cost 
of translation interruption. Else: as in left fig. 
Translational efficiency hypothesis (TEH) is supported by taB
Figure taken from 1.
Figure 4 shows that correcting for the presence of -1 PRF signals
with a -1 PRF efﬁciency of up to p ¼ 0:3 does not substantially affect
the CUB index to protein expression relationship for both CUB
index corrections, if the extra cost of mRNA degradation by
NMD is neglected (p ¼ 0). Figure 4A) shows that all CAI values
for all genes are diminished whe using the correction I^c: A sub-
stantial correlation between protein expression and corrected CAI
index remains. Accounting for the frameshifted sequences x9 also
diminishes codon adaptation measures Ia considerably compared to
uncorrected CUB index values, as shown in Figure 4B). However,
unlike with I^c this reduction does not correspond to a uniform
negative offset. Instead, the effect of accounting for -1 PRF is to
both shift and broaden the distribution of IaðxÞ values relative to
IðxÞ (see Figure S4).
The tw corrections I^c and Ia show different sensitivities to the -1
PRF efﬁciency. In particular, the sensitivity of I^c to -1 PRF efﬁciency
is mediated by the value of p. Figure 5A shows that the correlations
between both I^c and Ia to protein expression levels decline for in-
creasing values of p and different values of p. As p increases, and for
low costs of NMD-mediated mRNA decay, the correlation of I^c to
protein expression levels declines to very low values ($ 0:2 at
p ¼ 0:9 for p ¼ 0; 10; 100). If the energetic cost of -1 PRF induced
mRNA degradation, p, becomes larger (p ¼ 1000; 10000), the cor-
relation declines very rapidly with p, and almost vanishes when
p reaches $ 0:5: For Ia estimates, correlations’ dependency on p is
moderate, never falling below 0.4 at biologically implausible values
of p of unity.
These results corroborate the support for the translation efﬁ-
ciency hypothesis. For uniform -1 PRF efﬁciencies and for I^c-based
estimates, correlations of corrected CAI to protein expression levels
decline with p. They only become sufﬁciently diminished to chal-
lenge the TEH when both the values of p and p are very high.
Indeed, according to our mathematical framework, p ¼ 1000; 10000
corresponds to the cost of either translating a large gene, or tenfold
that cost. Except for p ¼ 10000; all correlation values between
corrected CUB indices and protein expression levels remain at
around 0:42 0:5 for biologically relevant -1 PRF efﬁciencies of
p ¼ 12 10%: For Ia estimates, correlation seems generally robust
to changes in p.
Varying -1 PRF efﬁciency with protein expression levels: Since the
data in Figure 2 strongly suggest a cost to -1 PRF maintenance, we also
explored how a -1 PRF efﬁciency decline with protein expression levels
consistent with such cost would affect the correlations in Figure 5A.
Unlike a uniform p across protein levels, corrections to I^c are expected
to be larger at low expression levels than at high levels. The -1 PRF
decline is assumed as follows: pðPÞ ¼ pb=log10ðPÞ; where we call pb the
baseline -1 PRF efﬁciency.
For I^c; this additional assumption leads to a measure:
I^cðxÞ ¼
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Figure 5B shows that under this assumption, correla ions between
protein expression and I^c rise with larger baseline -1 PRF efﬁciencies
for all except the largest values of p, while again Ia remains unaf-
fected. We observe analogous results using the Spearman rank cor-
relation (see Figure S5).
When -1 PRF efﬁciencies decline with protein expression –in
accordance with a cost to -1 PRF– most correlations between
I^c-based estimates and protein expression rise with -1 PRF baselines.
Except for p ¼ 10000; all correlation values increase with -1 PRF
baselines. This also adds support for the TEH, suggesting that
Figure 4 Corrected and original codon adaptation indices vs. protein expression levels for genes containing algorithmically identiﬁed -1 PRF
signals and with known expression levels (von der Haar 2008), assuming p ¼ 0:3 and p ¼ 0: A) The original codon adaptation index values of
mRNA sequences x of genes from the (von der Haar 2008) data set are shown as orange, semi-transparent points. The shown genes all contain
algorithmically identiﬁed -1 PRF signals. The shape of the relation between CAI and protein expression is similar to that shown in (Ghaemmaghami
et al. 2003) for all genes with known expression levels. Blu , semi-transparent points denote the values of -1 PRF corrected CAI values, I^c ; vs. same
protein expressi n lev ls. Regressions between the log10-protein expression levels and both corrected an original CAI v lues are shown as orange
and blue lines, respectively. B) is analogous to A) using the corrected CUB index Ia:
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